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Ride On!

Next Up: Paralympic
Winter Games!
PyeongChang, March 9-18

We've provided many of the Paralympic athletes
with Ride Custom ski shells and Custom fitted
racing inserts so we'll definitely be watching and
cheering them on! Among them are: Jasmin
Bambur, Tyler Walker, Stephen Lawler, Andrew
Kurka, Sean Halsted, and Josh Elliott. Good luck!

The Games will feature 670 athletes, a 24%
increase on the 539 athletes that competed in Sochi -
- and a 44% increase in the number of female
athletes. There will be 80 medal events in six
sports: alpine skiing, biathlon, cross-country skiing,
ice hockey, snowboard and wheelchair curling.

More information and how you can watch is here or
follow the Paralympics on Facebook.

"The process was really awesome to watch.
They use some space-age technology to take
a mold of my body and make a bucket to fit my
body perfectly, making a skin-safe seat that
provides the responsiveness I need for
skiing."

So... how DO you get fit and
sit safely in a monoski?!

Long time ski enthusiast Kelly Brush recently
wrote about her experiences being fit for a Ride
Custom ski shell for her monoski at Ride's in-
house Aspen Seating Clinic... read all about it
here.

The same seating principles that are used to
make specialized adaptive equipment safe and
stable are utilized in all of Ride Design's
cushions and backs. Ask your clinician about
Ride's seating products at your next followup
appointment.

Don't Worry,
He Won't Get Far on Foot...

A film based on the memoir of irreverent
cartoonist and disability icon, John Callahan,
recently premiered at the Sundance Film
Festival. “Don’t Worry, He Won’t Get Far on
Foot” will hit theaters nationwide in July.

Callahan, who had C5-6 quadriplegia, is played
by Joaquin Phoenix. Jonah Hill, Rooney Mara,
and Jack Black also star.

Fun Finds / Resources

Creativity Camp? New Mobility magazine offers information on new Creative Access fellowships: residency
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grants for writers and artists.

The Christopher and Dana Reeve Foundation offers a free Paralysis Resource Guide -- an essential tool for
everyone living with or impacted by paralysis. Their goal is to help people find what they need to stay as
healthy, as active and as independent as possible. The book serves the full community of people affected by
paralysis, including loved ones and caregivers, and is available in English and Spanish. You can download
copies to your phone, tablet, or computer, or request a hard copy.

Thanks for reading!
Your friends at Ride Designs
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